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I open the Omega Portal to gather you with me as I
greet you, welcoming you here with me. In particular I
am thinking about the higher aspect of you, which
comes forward to help you in many ways in your daily
life and especially when you shut out the daily life and
move within the core essence of your Being, your
higher self is especially very powerful and comes
forward to help you with all sorts of energy and
information appropriate for you. Assistance in many
ways. So, with this in mind, we are all drawn into the
receiving area of the Station of Light and the journey
for this session begins.
Feel, as usual, that you are bathed in the energy of this
space, which is like a cleansing energy, cleansing
away from you thoughts, disturbances – anything that
might be impinging on your presence here in this
space. This is where you return to the sense of who
you truly are, as an energy light being, and it is from
that state of consciousness that you can be of most
service, most help, for whatever comes to your
attention. So, in this space you have come for
attention from the Beings of Light in this Station and as
you let go and allow yourself to receive, I withdraw to
allow the different states of consciousness – of
conscious Beings – to come forward presenting the
energy and information today.

“We observe you as we move around
you in this space. This is Orem
addressing you and I am able to
facilitate the drawing together of some of
you who have the same energy frequency, and with
that we know you will respond to certain colours, to
certain words, to certain spaces which are drawn
into your energy pattern here.
Primarily, of course, you would have the sense that
you need to shift your perception out of the ordinary
humanistic way and patterning, because all of you
who have come into this space are aware that you
do not want to participate in the ongoing games
which many people are tricked into participating in.
The games such as power or greed or influence
over others to be manipulated, so with your intention
of being here, purely aligned to the state of
consciousness which was your origination state of
consciousness, this allows you to move quickly into
other portals available through here and these are
leading you all directly into the Earth Light City.
We continue to familiarise you in this way with the
pattern and the structural integrity of this level of
existence for the purpose of allowing you to be more
operating consciously in this space and for the
purpose of you being able to draw upon the pattern
that is the overall environment in this existence. You
could liken that to the environment around you on
Earth where you have the constant changing of air
vibration around you and whatever is contained in
the flow of air circulating to you and through you.
So the environment which is structured in the Earth
Light City has components such as patterns which
will be regulating your holistic energy field here – the
energy matrix - because the energy structured here
in the environment has that overall action of
embracing you in the frequency and the energy
matrix of you which originated in a higher existence
works in a sequence to match the vibration
presented in the Earth Light City and in that process
you are elevated into being stronger.
The
strengthening of your energy matrix in this way
continues as you will be going back into the physical
body at the end of this session.

As we continue to work with you, you may have the
sense of the energy matrix of your light body, the
different systems here, and this also is allowing the
withdrawing from you of the patterns which will not
exist in the Earth Light City and already they are not
functioning well in your daily existence.
We are referring to this so that you will understand
that this part of this session is maintaining a very
clear state of vibration for your light body and for the
physicality. It is an extra purification. You already
have that process occurring in your physical bodies
at present, although it does not function in such a
powerful way as this can work through your light
body here. There are more layers to be filtered
through in all of which surrounds and composes
your physicality. When all of this is achieved, to the
point where you have been cleared of many of the
linkages and penetrations into your physicality, then
you are in a state where you communicate more
clearly with the Extra-dimensional Beings present
here with you.
They are positioning around you within the Earth
Light City state and also drawing you back into
chambers within the Station of Light, because that
is a much more recognised area for you, because
you recognise gathering places and spaces which
perhaps you would consider to have rooms
surrounded by fixtures. It is in that state that you are
comfortable because you sense the boundaries, the
supporting structures more easily, and so in this
space, many of the Extra-dimensional Beings can
come forward, can speak to you directly, can
reassure you that you are using the energy, you are
progressing, even though many of you experience
frustration senses because you wish to respond
more quickly to the phases of energy bringing you
forward.
In this space the Beings addressing you, which we
refer to as Star Elders, also come giving you great
support and love. Love in the expression of support
and understanding of the structure and the intention
of being present in the Earth planet structure.

Each time they connect with you, we can exchange
information in energy patterns and depending on
the intention you are holding when you come into
these meeting spaces, many of the patterns that
you wish to implement around you physically will
receive energy to support you in what you are
intending to promote or create. This is because you
access on a higher pattern of vibration to do with
your purpose – accessing what is available to you
through the Star Elder programming and presence.
When you completely align with the purpose, the
originating purpose of you, this is witnessed,
because your energy field presents itself in certain
constructive patterns within the matrix around you
altogether and it is perceived by those of us working
here and the Extra Dimensional Beings coming
forward. They recognise the state of your
consciousness and whether you are fully aligned
with the purpose from your origination point. Then,
when they witness this as being correctly resonating
and responding, that is when they come forward
surrounding you in great numbers.
You will understand from this that it is indeed your
intention which is responsible for this - the way you
connect fully or partly to your point of origin purpose.
Most of that point of origin purpose is in a similar
sphere of consciousness to these Star Elder
Beings. When they present themselves to you, they
encourage you to be as they are. This helps you to
remember, to restore, that energy pattern in you.
You will be seeing this. You may not always
recognise the pattern to describe it, or put it into
words, but you will recognise the sense of what it is
and the higher aspects of your consciousness
utilise that pattern. It is very much a way of uplifting
you and you become transformed as you are
uplifted and reconnected to that.
We do not tell you where to go or how to act. We
encourage you to be in the pattern of light – in the
presence of light and understanding – and allow
yourself to be surrounded in that, which in turn is
upliftment.
You naturally know what to do from that point
onward.

The Star Elders now are continuing to present
themselves to you as they do that, each one
touches you and your light body would respond to
that touch. This will mean different things to each of
you and we observe that many of you have been
waiting for some indication – confirmation perhaps –
that you are working in the correct field and that you
would perhaps be wanting clarification of the next
step to take. The touch from the Star Elders is
conveying to you much of what you are particularly
seeking at this time.

Lani again speaking to you. Thank Orem and the
Star Elders.
We were taken very deeply in this session again, so
consciously now bring yourself back into this
receiving area of the Station and be aware of the
extra energy working I would say in the upper part
of your head, in your third eye area – the pineal
gland. That is where I observe the energy very
active, sparkling, blueish light, golden light, in a
pattern. Very powerful, and this is what you drew to
you in this session.

Bring this back in your light body as we now come
back into the receiving area of the Station. Even
though it is a different aspect and a different place,
the Star Elders still observe you from a higher
aspect which has no boundaries, no limit to where
they are.

Now bring this back into your physical body,
bringing it all back in your light body, reconnecting
to all places of your physicality and your locality and
the present time.

Again, the sense is that you have been infused with
a great deal within this structured energy pattern for
your energy matrix and to continue this, be aware of
the pattern within your mind, within your vision – your
inner vision and knowingness. We observe this in
your light body form here and having seen that
active, this concludes this part of the transmission
for you this day.

We know that it would be easy to continue to drift
and be in this state, but you have received a great
deal of information. Each time you do revisit this
session, make sure you bring yourself back into the
present, firmly grounded. It is when you are firmly
grounded that you can bring the most of that energy
into you and into what is around you. That is what
we are doing, by changing ourselves, we are
changing what is around us, so let that radiate out
in every direction from you.

We will continue assisting you as you need it.
This ends this transmission through the Omega
Portal and I thank you again.

Orem out “
Lani
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